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Insurance Industry Services

In Insurance today, the customer
is the centre of everything
We help a top
tier Australian
insurance firm
process over
3.3 million CTP
and Workers
Compensation
claims annually.

At Insurance Industry Services, we help you to build enduring relationships
with customers through technology and processes that enable more highly targeted
and effective communication, reducing the cost of servicing customers and
building brand value.
We’re here to help you enhance your customer relationships by streamlining
and enriching all document handling and production processes to make you more
adaptable to changing customer and market needs.
Our Insurance Industry Services team will help you to optimise and simplify business
processes to enhance your customers’ experiences, increase their lifetime value, and
reduce cost.

As a global brand,
we are proud to
serve seven of the
world’s top ten
General and Life
Insurers.
Here are some of
the ways we help:

Claims Processing Services

New Business Issuance

Corporate Services

Marketing and Distribution

Cut claims leakage while
keeping customers happy.

Acquire new customers
faster and cheaper.

Reduce back office costs
and refocus on customers.

Treat every customer like
a segment of one.

At Fuji Xerox we help a top tier
Australian insurance company process
over 3.3 million CTP and Workers
Compensation claims annually. We can
help you streamline claims ingestion and
become more responsive to policyholders
– while improving your claims ratio.

Cut out unnecessary steps and automate
processes to minimise the cost of issuing
new policies, enhance communication
with new customers and bring them
onboard sooner.

Want to improve the efficiency of back
office operations, do more with less, and
free up time and money that could be used
to focus on your customer? Let us take on
some of your day-to-day tasks and free-up
resources to use on improving the allimportant customer experience.

Move beyond mass, generic communication
and maximise value at every stage of the
customer lifecycle. We support insurance
companies with the technology, processes
and expertise to implement integrated, oneto-one multi-channel marketing campaigns
that include digital media, introduce best
practice and improve visibility and control.

We can help you:
Reduce claims leakage with solid
processes that classify, capture and
validate all the information related to
a claim, so that nothing is missed.
Reduce processing costs with a claims
ingestion system that cuts down physical
document handling, greatly reducing
the average cost to process a claim.
Improve customer relationships when
data gained through claims ingestion
allows richer and more personal
communication with every customer,
while a fast turnaround on their claims
increases customer loyalty and
lifetime value.

We can help you:
Reduce the time taken to issue new
policies, lower the cost of sale, and
improve your margins.
Improve the customer’s experience
of your brand. Win over new customers
with a fast and responsive onboarding
process – from rapid application
processing to fast policy and information
pack generation.
Manage volume fluctuations, With the
ability to scale operations up or down
to meet demand, we provide flexibility
in how we charge for capacity.

We can help you:
Substantially reduce back office costs.
Leverage our in-depth expertise in
managed print services, print rooms,
mail rooms and document supply chain
management to do more for less money.
Put in place quality control measures
to ensure that you are delivering
consistent and effective services.
Increase operational efficiency by
gaining greater visibility and control of
your print spending. Free-up budget to
use on key projects to improve overall
business efficiency or build better
customer relationships.

We can help you:
Create a segment of one with
personalised communications via the
right channel for the right customer at
the right time, with our 1:1 Experience
marketing service offering.
Maximise up-sell and cross-sell and
customer insight with processes and
technologies that will help you capture
key data and enable you to leverage
opportunities to existing, inactive or
dormant customers.
Produce communications faster at
lower cost. Streamline processes with
technology and services that allow you
to get messages to the market faster.

30 percent increase
in DM conversions
Solution
The Fuji Xerox 1:1
Experience marketing
offering helped ManuLife
Singapore reach out to
customers with direct
marketing personalised
by age, gender and past
purchase history. Response
was via the customer’s
own personalised website.
Results
A 30 percent lift
in conversions, with a
higher average value.

